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Perhaps there is nothing more challenging to an educated adult than to find 
out your son’s high school mathematics homework problem is so complex 
you cannot even begin to help him. What happened to all those skills I was 
supposed to have learned in high school? Unfortunately those years studying, 
learning formulas and proving equations, have left me lost and bewildered as I 
face some basic Year 10 calculus. 

This experience raised important questions about the value and relevance of our 
current school curriculum. For example, have we really thought carefully about 
the skills and knowledge our students will need for life? Have our curriculum 
goals become a mere collection of facts and concepts that fit within the confines 
of formal testing instruments? Has the focus in our schools been reduced to 
something that can neatly fit into its own little boxes of measurements, where 
numbers separate out the ‘top performing’ students from all the rest? 

BILL CONWAY has been in the field of 
education for over 30 years. His career 
path within education has included roles in 
teaching, counselling, and administration 
within schools in the US, Colombia, New 
Zealand and Australia. He became interested 
in school reform early in his career, working 
on programmes which enhanced children’s 
self-awareness and personal development. 
His work in South America led to a focus on 
bilingual education and the need to respond 
to the needs of children from varied cultural 
backgrounds. Finding Montessori education 
symbolised for him the most significant 
discovery and most precious regard for 
children’s education and development. He 
has been the head of school at Montessori 
East in Bondi since 2007.
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performance culture continues far and wide – sometimes to the 
point where success goes from the number on the test result, 
to the number in one’s bank account. Our society has found 
itself reinforcing this performance culture by easily generalising 
that our ‘successful’ citizens are those with the highest 
accumulation of wealth, rather than the actual work they do. 

Schools that build a culture of performance feed this societal 
goal. Rather than ‘getting rich’ in school, the student works for 
the grade or a position in the class that is defined clearly as a 
‘top percentile’. It’s the perfect setup to support our definition 
of success in society.

Sewing the seeds for a different culture 

But what if our goal in schools was to build a culture of service 
rather than create a culture of performance? Could success in 
school and society shift to something more altruistic and noble, 
where a child recognises their individual value in terms of what they 
can do for others rather than how they can outperform others? 
After all, every job and profession that awaits them after they finish 
school can actually be defined as an opportunity to serve. 

The cultural shift away from a performance-oriented measure 
isn’t that hard. It was my 
introduction to the Montessori 
classrooms where I first 
witnessed a view of learning 
that seemed contagious and so 
exciting. The performance culture 
was absent in almost every 
way – no marks, no ranking, no 
empty praise, no certificates or 
rewards. Just students…loving 
learning. Rather than taking on 

teacher-generated assignments, children are enticed with 
a rich environment of materials and opportunities to learn. 
The fundamental premise is to access skills and knowledge 
through methods that encourage independence and creativity. 
The structure is all about opening doors of opportunities 
and possibilities, motivated by interest – rather than setting 
children onto a learning racecourse. 
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It doesn’t take long for students to figure out how the game 
works. Perhaps in my desperate attempt to save face in front 
of my son, instead of telling him I had no idea how to help him 
with his homework, I instead asked him why he was learning 
this kind of mathematics. His answer alerted me to that 
colossal disconnect from what altruistic educators believe are 
the fundamental objectives in our curriculum. Not surprising, 
his reason for doing his schoolwork was to perform well on 
the next assessment – basically to get a good mark. 

Unfortunately young adolescents learn how to disconnect 
from school and lose that joy of discovery long before they 
reach high school, especially if they have experienced at 
a young age a performance and competitive approach to 
academic learning. Most learning environments, unfortunately, 
cultivate a performance culture where getting top marks and 
being in the top quartile becomes the child’s understanding 
and interpretation of success. They join a culture where 
performance is valued over such things as cooperation, care 
and service to others and their world. This kind of culture can 
quickly establish itself and become the primary motivator to 
work, or in some cases, the cause of despair. 

When the focus is on performance the student yearns for the 
kind of success often defined by those around him or her, not 
just an academic mark. How 
often do we see students 
curious about where they 
ranked in a group, celebrating 
their accomplishment, as 
they show proof that they 
are better than the majority 
of their peers. We often see 
academic results, especially 
standardised test results, 
expressed in percentages 
that state to the child that 
they have performed ‘better than x per cent of all those who 
sat the same test’.

In that ‘real world’ outside of school the student knows that an 
athlete trains to win and succeed in sport, a salesman performs 
for profits, the executive succeeds with status and company 
earnings, and a banker rises to powerful positions. The 

‘Have we really thought 
carefully about the skills and 
knowledge our students will 

need for life?’
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to them as they are drawn to something that has a purpose 
and reflects the world they live in. This attraction to the 
practical life activities becomes the fundamental gestures that 
build a culture of service. While the activities may focus on 
developing precise foundational skills, they have a secondary 
purpose which allows a young child to do things that may 
help others and serve their little community. Table scrubbing, 
cooking, sweeping, sorting, folding – all of these activities 

which young children enjoy are 
essentially acts of service. 

The multi-aged Montessori 
classroom of 3-6 is a perfect 
place where one can help 
another. Older children often 
guide younger children as they 
take on these activities. It is 
natural to see one child assisting 
another with learning how to use 
a piece of material, or to work as 
a group sweeping leaves in the 
garden. 

Why do children love to do 
these things? The activity is real, 

purposeful, and involves actual tools that they would see their 
parents use such as scrubbing brushes, brooms, or spray 
bottles (child-sized, of course). This desire to serve comes 
from a desire to connect with the world they observe. It is a 
natural part of their learning and discovery. 

Maintaining the culture of service

How quickly the desire to serve can change, however, if 
we ignore the opportunities in front of us. It may come as 
a perfectly innocent gesture to please or guide by the well-
meaning adult. It takes a disciplined adult to step back and 
allow the child to explore their newfound skills, and accepting 
the mistakes as an important part of learning. Teachers in 
schools around the world succumb to this lure to introduce 
such ‘motivators’ as stickers, rewards, certificates and praise. 

In the absence of a performance culture, does a culture of 
service just evolve naturally? I wish it was as easy as that, but 
clearly the removal of academic competition will clear an open 
pathway to something we may not have thought possible in 
our youngest citizens. 

Let’s start with the earliest years of schooling – preschool and 
kindergarten. At this stage eager learners enter classrooms 
as natural learners, unscathed 
by the pressures of academic 
competition and school 
bullies. They want to learn so 
they can do more things and 
know more about the world 
around them. They enter 
school unaware of the fact that 
in many schools their learning 
will soon be measured by 
the teacher as they start the 
sorting process: who are the 
top students, the average, and 
those with special needs. The 
learning culture is created early 
where their goal is to meet the 
teacher’s expectation rather 
than seek knowledge for oneself. 

The youngest 3 and 4 year olds play, explore and discover 
without the pressure to perform. They love to build, measure, 
create, compare and discover how certain things work. Many 
will naturally want to help others if given the opportunity as 
they desperately try to find their place in a world that they 
observe to have routines, needs, and a sense of order. 

The most striking example of children creating at an early age 
their own culture of service is in the Montessori preschool 
environments. The Montessori educator has carefully 
prepared the room and outdoor areas, where one may 
observe children drawn to practical life activities such as 
sorting, pouring, sewing, sweeping or cleaning. The children 
love these tasks and often choose these activities over other 
attractive materials placed on shelves. The child is drawn 
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‘How often do we see 
students curious about 
where they ranked in a 
group, celebrating their 

accomplishment, as they 
show proof that they are better 
than the majority of their peers.’
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recycle. Families and schools must seize the opportunities 
and embrace this period in a child’s development where they 
may find this desire to act for the world. While it may not be 
observed in all children, the older primary child is especially 
ready to take real action for the betterment of their world. In 
these classrooms, especially when they are free of academic 
competition, you find ten, eleven and twelve year olds wishing 
to help others – especially outside their classroom. They love 
being reading buddies in younger classes, creating recycling 
programmes in their school, planting trees in a local nature 
reserve, or visiting the elderly or sick. They hear about the 
homeless, the endangered animals, the rising sea levels; and 
if given the opportunity to do something they will want to act. 

At the same time this desire to serve may still be strong, 
their social self is strongly drawn to a popular culture where 
more narcissistic behaviours are on display, and the pre-
adolescent and young adolescent sit at a crucial crossroad. 
The world draws them simultaneously into two directions at 
the same time when their natural development leads them 
naturally towards a newfound independence free from the 
limiting controls generated out of their life’s authority figures. 

They want to connect with the 
world and are often drawn to 
the popular culture as it meets 
this need for independence. 
However, they could equally 
be drawn to service at this 
age if the activity allowed for 
independence, meaning, 
connections and some freedom 
from the control by authority 
figures. 

Unfortunately, we keep the door 
relatively closed for adolescents who want to connect to the 
world. There is a distrust and general resistance to welcoming 
a teenager to become involved in our community, especially 
when it involves both the young and the old. 

Adolescents – taking service to the 
real world

The typical high school or middle school tightens the screws 
and develop elaborate systems to try and control activities 
and behaviours. They may recognise the unique interests and 
desires of this age group, but most schools ignore the one 
thing that just might make the greatest difference. If our young 
saw themselves as valuable contributors to the world rather 
than an age group that should be marginalised due to their 
peculiarities, we may witness transformations that would set 
the students’ final years as a logical preparation for life. Rather 
than study that formula for the test or read a book for an 
assessment, what if pre-adolescents and adolescents were 
given opportunities to learn where they are actually doing 
real things – such as serving, making, creating, developing, 

Nothing destroys the natural desire to serve, or for that matter, 
to learn, than the introduction of these extrinsic motivators. 
The clever child quickly learns how a reward system works 
and soon the opportunity to build a true culture of service 
can be lost. The desire to help others may still be there, but 
there’s another motivation working effectively to make sure 
there is enough being done to get ahead of others, to get 
the sticker, the reward, the praise and to reach the peak of 
achievement by being recognised in front of the class by the 
teacher, or better yet at the school assembly with a certificate 
handed to the child by the principal, saying in front of all that 
‘you have been the best’.

Maintaining a culture of service after preschool requires the 
absolute elimination of academic competition. This requires us 
to recognise the child as an individual learner. Working against 
us may be the prescribed curriculum that lures the teacher 
and parent into slotting their children into set measurements: 
achieving the goal for the grade or placing a child onto a 
reading level. Rather than trying to push a child onto the 
assembly line beltway of learning where he or she must make 
adjustments to keep up, the curriculum must respond to the 
child’s need. Those children 
who are ready for the new 
concepts and more complex 
learning may forge ahead, 
and those needing more 
time may be given that time 
without feeling pressured or 
‘behind’. When academic 
competition is absent, learners 
become more collaborative 
and cooperative. It is in this 
environment where a culture of 
service may stand a chance of 
flourishing. 

Within the multi-age Montessori classrooms, older children 
work together by helping each other. They celebrate their 
own learning as a learning achievement rather than getting 
ahead of others. This is the fertile ground for service to thrive, 
allowing gestures of kindness, helpfulness, and care for their 
environment to occur in the most natural of ways.

Again, this collaborative environment is a beautiful feature in 
the Montessori classrooms. Continuing in multi-age settings 
where learning continues to be drawn from individual interest 
and choice-making, children embrace knowledge with love 
and delight in being able to learn with others. 

Service outside the classroom

As children learn about the world, they soon want to 
connect with that world. They see a natural desire to help 
the downtrodden, to save the endangered animals, and 
there’s an age when it makes so much sense to reuse and 

‘The most striking example of 
children creating at an early 

age their own culture of service 
is in the Montessori preschool 

environments.’
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that society, hold a tremendous influence in setting the direction 
society will go in the future. 

Is it necessary to create a performance culture to prepare our 
students for a competitive world? To answer this question, we 
must first decide whether we believe our society will face its 
challenges with just a few winners and many losers, or do we 
value diverse skills that will serve the world we live in. Imagine 
the graduating class of students celebrating their years of 
schooling before facing the challenges of adulthood. What if 
we rejoiced in the difference they may have made on the lives 
of those who were touched, where they may have served a 
worthy cause and seen the effects, rather than distinguishing 
our top academic (and sport) performers with accolades, 
trophies, scholarships, and prizes. 

To graduate from a culture of service would give meaning and 
purpose to those earlier experiences that led to this transition 
from childhood to adolescence to adulthood. The graduate 
stands tall, confident and connected to the world that 
stands ready for a new kind of assistance. The professions, 
careers and pathways are all opportunities to serve as the 
measures of success lie within the person rather than being 
emblazoned on a ceremonial perch defined by all those who 
weren’t as lucky. May schools recognise their role to create 
the future and seek a higher ideal. The work of Dr Montessori 
recognised the potential of education to change the world as 
it builds the child as the most valuable force. 

‘Education cannot be effective unless it 
helps a child to open up himself to life.’ 
Maria Montessori

innovating, caring and giving back to the world that has 
nurtured them up to this point. What if schools worked in 
partnership with businesses in supporting their service, or 
how would studies look if the students actually ran their own 
farm or business? 

Fortunately we have some examples of such schools within 
the Montessori communities around the world, where Dr 
Montessori’s ‘Erdkinder’ model has been developed into 
thriving adolescent communities firmly connected to the land. 
In such schools the mathematics formula would be applied to 
real creations, the reading could relate to their real activities, 
the science becomes a necessary skill to apply in many 
endeavours. Students would see a purpose and role in the 
world while they learn important life skills as they prepare for 
life by living life. Their learning would be drawn out of activities 
that help others. The learning would ultimately be within a real 
culture of service.

From school to society

We all agree that schools (and families) play a major role in 
preparing children for life. Without delving too deeply into 
philosophical or religious doctrine, we must consider the kind 
of life we wish to prepare students for. Is it a life where good 
jobs are waiting for the best and brightest? To our surprise, the 
society our students will face may look quite different than what 
we see today. A rapidly changing world creates new definitions 
of ‘life’ every day. The skills a student needs in the future are not 
the same ones we needed only a short time ago. 

In the future we will require more than ever caring and 
compassionate citizens, ready to make meaningful 
contributions to the wellbeing of society. We know our future 
is dependent on those who value environmentally sustainable 
practices, who have a strong sense of self with a connection 
to community, and are productive contributors to a society built 
on a strong moral fibre. Schools, which are a microcosm of 
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